 Welcome to Arlington a world of wonderful

ARLINGTON ITINERARY

Day 1
For those looking to accessorize: start off the day by visiting South Arlington’s Gracie Lane, a collection of specialty shops and boutiques that have everything from fashionable clothes to furniture and accessories. Then make the shopping dash to Decorator’s Warehouse, which is the largest Christmas store in the Lone Star State.

Did you know Arlington, Texas was once known as “Vegas before Vegas” and the largest illegal gambling destination in the country back in the ‘30s and ‘40s? Come see Arlington’s checkered past at Top O’ Hill Terrace for yourself!

Finish out the trip with a stop at J. Gilligan’s, located in Downtown Arlington, for some world famous Irish Nachos - a skillet full of natural cut cottage fries covered in melted cheese and loaded with toppings.

Day 2
Get the morning started with back to back tours of Globe Life Field (home of the Texas Rangers) and AT&T Stadium (home of the Dallas Cowboys). Then take a break and grab a bite at the all-new Texas Live! This sizzling, new $250 million entertainment complex serves up delicious food, top-notch live performances, two mechanical bulls and more!

Discover a world of wonders at the UT Arlington Planetarium – the biggest and best in the Metroplex. This state-of-the-art theater holds 150 stargazers and features a 3-D projection system. Get ready for an out of this world adventure!

Not far from the entertainment district, you’ll find Urban Union – a local hotspot overflowing with delicious eats, craft drinks and local adventures. How about a local brew at Legal Draft? Or chill with a hand-crafted cocktail from 4 Kahunas Tiki Lounge.

Throw on your baseball jersey and get ready for a grand-slam game in the Texas Rangers’ all-new new $1 billion stadium. This 1.7 million square foot venue offers 40,000 seats, six premium clubs and a retractable roof.

CVB SERVICES

Event planners that utilize Arlington hotels receive an array of complimentary planning services:

• Hotel room block (10+ rooms) assistance; including rate information, available amenities and location
• Itinerary and attraction tour assistance
• Recruitment of step on guides & welcome speakers
• Maps, visitors guides and other welcome bags
• Unique venue locations including picnic sites and small dinner options
• Complimentary transportation for guests at the Arlington Trolley hotels (ask us about details and availability)

ASK ME ABOUT OUR INCENTIVE PROGRAMS!

REQUEST A GROUP TOUR MANUAL OR CONTACT FOR COMPLIMENTARY ARLINGTON AREA PLANNING ASSISTANCE!

SCOTT POLAND, Director of Tourism Development
P. 817.704.7593 C: 214.563.2555
scott@arlington.org | www.arlington.org
Arlington’s iconic venues and central location at the crossroads of five major highways, less than 10 minutes from DFW International Airport, make it the premier destination for groups of all sizes and budgets. Best of all, our Sales & Services Team will be with you every step of the way.

**AT&T STADIUM**
The home of America’s team, the Dallas Cowboys, offers more than just great football. This colossal structure seats 100,000+ people and even houses a world class art gallery!

**SIX FLAGS OVER TEXAS**
The first Six Flags theme park in the country offers monster coasters, family shows and seasonal events. Enjoy Texas-sized entertainment for all ages. Ask me about performance opportunities!

**INTERNATIONAL BOWLING MUSEUM & HALL OF FAME**
For bowling fans, your museum trip will introduce you to intriguing back stories, trivia, and fascinating facts about one of your favorite pastimes – in fact, you’ll likely find that you enjoy the game even more after your visit.

**GLOBE LIFE FIELD GAME OR STADIUM TOUR**
The brand-new home of the Texas Rangers, Globe Life Field, is a $1.1 billion triumph with 40,300-seats and the league’s first single-panel retractable roof with clear roof panels that allow natural light into the ballpark when the roof is closed. The ballpark is adjacent to Texas Live!

**ARLINGTON MUSEUM OF ART**
The Arlington Museum of Art showcases a variety of year-round traveling exhibits like 2018’s Cut! Costume and the Cinema. Additional highlights have included featured works by Pablo Picasso, Salvador Dali and Jackson Pollock.

**TEXAS LIVE!**
Texas Live!, positioned between the Texas Rangers’ Globe Life Field and the Dallas Cowboys’ AT&T Stadium, is a part of a $4 billion vision for the Arlington Entertainment District that includes restaurants, night life and more.

**URBAN UNION**
The recently-revitalized Downtown Arlington development known as Urban Union is a vibrant and walkable mixed-use destination where you can grab sweet treats, craft brews, tiki cocktails, delicious food and more.